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TO CONTRIBUTE
The eNews is actively seeking
articles. We welcome anything
you’d like to share with the
community, articles and event
details. The next issues theme
is: Earth Care
Please send contributions to
enews@permaculturewest.org.
au
by Jan 25th for the next issue.

BIRAK
The Noongar people of the SW
Coast of WA recognised six seasons. Hot and dry, BIRAK (Dec/
Jan) is characterised by arid easterly or N-easterly winds in the
morning and coastal sea breezes
in the afternoon. WA Christmas
trees in flower as well as many
banksias and eucalypts. Look out
for honey possums and nectar
feeding birds.

Hello readers of our engaging and locally relevant enews,
So where to in 2012? With our association planning day in a few days it is a
bit preemptive to pick our full path just yet. There are always opportunities
that come up along the way, and we would as always like your feedback and
suggestions on what is of most need to yourselves and those around you.
PermacultureWest is planning to bring Paul Taylor over to WA to run some
world class workshops on biological, regenerative natural farming techniques. This will be the start of a drive to bring one or two keynote speakers
from the eastern states and overseas to WA each year to provide skills and
knowledge from the horses mouths and compliments our talented local educators. We will also be supporting Nicole Foss and other speakers and peer
group initiatives and festivals. We would like to have the volunteer support
and committee organization to get to Garden Week, National Permaculture
Day, Ballingup Field Day, Royal Show and many other smaller and likely more
deserving events. So as always we encourage you to get involved, have fun,
meet some great people and learn along the journey.
In our limited time in permie circles it is clear most of our talented permies
head overseas for more meaningful and community embraced ecological
development and rebuilding jobs. While this is an honorable job and very
much needed, WA has plenty of its own pressing problems. Rapid urban development of agricultural land, salination and desertification of more marginal areas, rising energy prices, boom bust mining dependencies, and trend of
drying and ecological stressing climate changes, are real issues that need
logical, specifically ecological solutions and regenerative solutions.
Sustainable is a buzz word, but sustainable is standing still, and remaining
still with water up to your neck is no real achievement. We can aim for and
achieve so much more. More importantly this standing still has no stability,
take the analogy of riding a bike, standing still you can’t balance but while
moving forward, evolving and learning stability is provided, dynamic stability.
So let’s not stand still in sustainability, let’s get regenerating and evolving,
help us be the change we want to see in others and as we respond to the
change and challenges put before us. Community outreach during a period of
rebuilding and development is critical, but to do that we need to be providing quality and useful content and a relevance to our members and those
investigating. The enews has certainly been a key element in PermacultureWest providing meaningful service to everyone, please contribute and be
part of it in 2012.
Enjoy the break on Christmas if you get one, find yourself first, enrich your
family with any surplus, and come 2012 lets harvest these new energies
around the margins of everyday life and combine to achieve some real
change.
Thanks from Charles, Sheena and the rest of the
PermacultureWest team.
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The PermacultureWest Committee for 2011/2012
Executive committee members 2011/2012.

A big thank you!

The energy, passion and commit CO-CONVENORS: Charles Otway and Sheena Crystal
ment of the 2010-2011 Perma TREASURER: Peter Austin (Note: Charles acting treasurer until
cultureWest committee has
changeover).
been outstanding and looking
 SECRETARY: Shaun Hermans
back its been a full and produc OCM/Elders: Peter Austin and Sue Hartley
tive year for PermacultureWest.
Committee members and support guilds for 2011/2012 Not only is there a swanky new
logo and a new name, we are
 GRANTS & FUNDRAISING GUILD: Tash Levey, Sue Hartley & Kerin
now on facebook, flickr and
Dragicevich.
youtube! Members and the com WEBSITE MANAGEMENT GUILD: Jason Nicholls (web admin), Charles mittee have been out and about
Otway (mail and website) & Jo Thierfelder (news and marketing)
educating, sharing experiences
and spreading the joy and poten ENEWS GUILD: Rachel Clifton-Simms & Jo Thierfelder
tial of permaculture in the com PERMA-CHAMPIONS: Mandy Kay-lee & Dwayne Duncan
munity all year, with highlights
 LOCAL GROUPS REP GUILD:
including the amazing success of
o Hills = Kirstylee & Pete
the royal show demonstrations
o Freo – Brook ‘Sparkles’ Murphy & Sheena Crystal
and garden. It’s great to see so
o NAPES – Charles Otway & Tash Levey
many have enjoyed the experio Lockridge – Joshua & Bonnie
ence that they have put up their
hands to be involved in the new
o Other group reps and regional groups to be confirmed.
year. So a big welcome to all
 PROMOTIONS GUILD: Charlie Jones, Jo Thierfelder, Charles Otway &
new
members and those volunSheena Crystal
teering for roles for the first time
 MEMBERS SOCIAL EVENT PLANNER: Dirk Hirschberg
and to the past committee a
 PERMABLITZ GUILD: Sheena Crystal, Kristylee, Zoe Kissane, Forrest,
great big thanks for all your hard
Alun, Charles Otway & Tash Levey.
work, inspiration and commitment over the last year.

Charles Otway: an intro to one of the New Co-convenors of PermacultureWest for 2011-2012
In summary I am a passionate and likely neurotic edible plant ecosystem designer. Bought up in Pemberton on wild Permaculture
rootstock I have seen and eaten my way through much of the theory and am now a fully qualified (fully inexperienced) trainer
looking to enlighten the world. PermacultureWest is our association, it’s here to act as a catalyst, continually joining the many
dots of permaculture throughout WA into a living, learning and evolving network. Who wouldn’t want to be a part of that!
Most of you will have met, been emailed by or read some of my various musings. As one of the new co-convenors I thought it
would be nice to give a little personal insight into the man that talks non-stop about permaculture and plants.
I was born in Pemberton, Karri country, and had a fun childhood on a hobby farm overlooking town, slaving for my mother in a 4
acre ‘garden’ on a 18 acre hobby farm. Little did I know my crazy mother was giving me a permaculture internship for 15 years,
our journey into self reliance and fruit and veggie and animal husbandry was one I enjoy
immensely, even if it felt like all I ever did was dig holes.
After moving to Perth for uni and subsequent work in Karratha and Perth with the Water
Corp as a Chemical Engineer I bought a house block in 2003. Like most of us I didn't have the
time or inclination to garden seriously in the city until I became a home dad in 2007 and
started gardening and plant species trials for my sanity and enjoyment. My full immersion in
the permaculture scene didn’t occur until 2010 when I heard about this Reskilling Event that
sounded like fun. Anyway it’s since been a relentless pursuit of knowledge, mental burnout
switching to physical application and back to books as the mind was again ready.
Now with two kids, and no job, I have less time than I ever had before, but there is a reason
for that, permaculture education is so worth doing, and PermacultureWest is about pooling
all our minor surpluses, and making change. So lets get this show on the road, food forest
the state, meet your neighbor, eat your weeds, and take responsibility for you, that’s all
everyone needs to do to change the world.
I know why I like Permaculture, it’s about thinking….. logically……the key principles are ‘engineering’ in nature, and it has problem solving, optimization of systems at its heart. I have always optimized, but now I have a huge environmentally proven tool kit
called permaculture at my disposal. So am I wasting that engineering degree, no way, mum taught me how to think, now I have
been taught how to learn, nothing in life’s journey is a waste, no matter how futile it may seem at times.
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Edible Weeds Part 2: Knowing your weeds is Food Security
Charles Otway
This is part 2 so check last edition for a bit of background on edible weeds and again I advise you to take a lot of
care identifying weeds prior to eating them. I highly recommend getting a $35 copy of Western Weeds – A Guide to
weeds of WA. The main reason for this is everyone has different weeds. Those plants that grow well at your place
(weeds) might be different but edible too. So get identifying your weeds and find out if you have a hidden harvest
rather than a weed problem.

Plantain - Plantago - Lanceolata and Major
Lanceolata has narrow heavily ribbed leaves that are astringent, and while edible this plant should be consumed in
a limited fashion in more of a herbal rather than food sense. Leaves and root can also be used as a skin and wound
treatment as it has anti bacterial, anti-inflammation and skin repair properties. The more palatable Broad Leafed
Plantago Major is a great garden green, but is less commonly found as a weed, and while I grow and eat this occasionally if find it’s a great chook and rabbit fodder. http://new-planet.net/wp/plantain-the-miracle-plant-do-ityourself-recipe-plantain-oil/

SowThistle (Sonchus oleraceus )
A very common verge and garden
weed growing well in poor, sandy,
and dry soil, it produces yellow
flowers, puffy seed-heads, and
oozes white sap from broken
stems (hence is often incorrectly
called milk thistle). Leaves are
best harvested before the plant
bolts and goes to flower. Mild
bitter flavour less so than dandelion or chicory, so great salad
greens, if you are pushed for food,
the whole plant can be blanched
to reduce bitterness.
For recipes see:-http://www.celtnet.org.uk/recipes/ancient/wild-food-entry.php?term=Sow%20Thistle

English Dandelion (Taraxacum Officinale)
The dandelions are perennial plants
meaning leaves will grow back if the
taproot is left intact. When harvesting just pick individual leaves out
of the centre of the crown. Dandelion leaves are generally eaten raw or
boiled in salads, the flower petals,
along with other ingredients, are
used to make dandelion wine and
the ground, roasted roots to make
dandelion coffee.
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Though you might not want to eat much due to bitterness the key point to understand is that Dandelion leaves contain abundant vitamins and minerals, especially vitamins A, C and K, and are good sources of calcium, potassium,
iron and manganese. One dandelion leaf has the equivalent nutrient content of an entire iceberg lettuce, so its not
how much we eat but what ! See more on how nutritious they are here: http://www.bestliquidvitamins.com/
Dandelion-Greens.html

Chickweed (Stellaria media)
Chickweed is a common garden weed,
small low growing
straggly and delicate
weed up to 40cm high
with soft lime green
smooth ovate shaped
leaves. The flowers are
white and tiny and
occur on downward
pointing stalks. It is
similar to other inedible weeds, but the key
distinguishing feature
is a row of fine hairs on the stem that occur on one side and swap over to the other side between the leaf nodes.
Good Blog Entry with edible weeds - http://tomandannesgarden.blogspot.com/2010/07/chickweed.html

Purslane (Portulaca oleracea)
A ground hugging succulent
green/red herb very hardy and
invasive when viewed as a weed,
but charge your perspective this is
the easiest growing, mild tasting
plant you could grow. Purslane
leaves are in Omega-3 fatty acid,
and has stems high in vitamin C.
Use raw in salad, as a pot herb or
try add handfuls of purslane sprigs
to the juices in the roasting pan,
once he had removed the roast
for carving it is said the greens
wilt and the sauce would acquire
a sharper flavour and a thicken the sauce.

Clovers White and Red (Tifolium repens and pretense)
This is a wild edible plant everyone knows. The clover leafs are delicious in salads or juices with a bean
like flavour. Clovers are a valuable survival food, as
they are high in protein, widespread, and abundant. They are not easy to digest raw, but this can
be easily fixed by juicing them. Dried flower heads
and seed pods can also be ground up into a nutritious flour and mixed with other foods. Dried flower heads can also be steeped in hot water for a
healthy, tasty tea.

Why not get in practice for a wild foragers or weed salad for Xmas dinner table and do everyone’s health and garden
a favour. Have fun with your weeds and look out for the final part 3 in 2012!
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Pol-e-cultures V: The Tenth International Permaculture Convergence:
Permaculture in Jordan and Palestine
Harry Wykman, Travelling Permaculturalist
The dead stump of a large tree protrudes from sand patterned by
the many tracks of desert animals. A camel race-track overlays a
basin of dry deeply cracked clay pan. Here in the now-desert of
Wadi Rum are the signs of water and woodland not-long-gone.
Jordan is in a state of chronic water stress. Such desperate
schemes as piping water both from the Red Sea to replenish the
disappearing Dead Sea and from the 50 year supply of fossilised
water in the Disi aquifer exemplify this situation. In September of
this year, people from many parts of the world converged in this
place with eyes to see both the pain of these signs and the continually frustrated hope laying in the land. The many people who
shared at the conference and convergence joined their voices with
that more hopeful voice in the land.
Brad Landcaster presented a simple calculation which suggests a
story of abundance in the midst of perceived water scarcity - presently, the average water consumption per person in Amman, Jordan's most densely populated area, is 130 litres per person per
day. Given its surface area (1680 sq km), average annual rainfall
(272 mm), and population (2,919,000 people) sufficient rainwater
falls on Amman for 441 litres per person per day. What is lacking
is the decentralised water-harvesting infrastructure.

Life in Wadi Rum

Alice on Permaculture in Palestine

On our tour of sites in Jordan, we saw examples, ancient and modern, of the kind of water harvesting infrastructure which might
much more cheaply alleviate Jordan's water stress: in-ground cisterns, rainwater tanks, localised water re-use (eg. air-conditioning
leachate, greywater), check-dams and water-harvesting earthworks.
Other hopeful voices included Tony Rinaudo, who shared about his
work of reafforestation which he calls Farmer Managed Natural
Regeneration. Tony works with farmers to allow trees to grow
back on their land while improving yields of or advantages to their Open Space Topics
main crop, whether that be livestock or cereal crops. Owen Hablutzel shared his experience of regenerating a severely degraded site
using the techniques of Keyline and Holistic Management and
spoke about the techniques of Induced Meandering for the regeneration of riparian systems. Brad Landcaster presented the stories
of The Desert Harvesters who, through beginning with catching
water and storing it in the soil, came to develop a thriving business
and vehicle for community education centred on the use of native
food species.. Kay Baxter and Bob Corker of the Koanga Institute in
Aotearoa New Zealand spoke movingly about their work in developing a thriving seed saving organisation and education site within Plotting a Mediterranean Climate Permaculthe context of a community land trust.
ture Collaboration
These were some of the presentation highlights but there were
just as many important informal conversations, sometime literally
around the campfire. Notable among these were those with Blair
Evans of Incite Focus about Fab Labs (fabrication labs) and their
important role within the permaculture ecosystem. You will hear
more from me on this front regardless but especially if I am able to
attend the Fab Lab Boot Camp in Barcelona this January.
On the fourth day of the convergence there was an Open Space
event in which we were able to get down to much of the important work which can't be done in the presentation format. I
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Talking ‘round the fire with Andy Goldring
of the UK Permaculture Network

attended sessions on Mediterranean Climate Forest Gardening, A
Permaculture Plant Database and The Role of Permaculture in Landbased Resistance (notably in Palestine). Each of these was deeply
engaging and I was especially excited by the conversation about
Mediterranean Climate Forest Gardening. It was decided in this
space that we would develop a Mediterranean Climate Permaculture
Collaboration which will allow us to better share our experiences
Bustan Qaraaqa
whether we are in the Mediterranean Basin, South or South Western
Australia, Chile, South Africa, California or other places of like climate
and vegetation types.
As the conference was proceeding, so also the support group of the
convergence was meeting to facilitate a decision being made about
where the convergence will next be held. Towards the end of the
convergence and when the delegates of potential host nations had
presented their bid, the full gathering voted on hosts for 2013 and
2015. It was decided that IPC 2013 will be in Cuba and 2015 in Hong
Bustan Qaraaqa
Kong. The UK put in a very strong bid also and will no doubt host the
event in the near future. Whether it is me or someone else, I would
love to see a continued presence from Western Australia at these events.
The IPC in Hong Kong will no doubt be especially important for our region.
Following tours of Jordan, a smaller group went to Palestine to see the
work of permaculture activists there. This trip was both confronting and
inspiring. We visited the Aida refugee camp and heard from the people
there of their pain at disenfranchisement and the ongoing and active
strategies of the Israeli state to dispossess a people. We saw a fantastic
example of a Mediterranean climate food forest with water harvesting
and distribution infrastructure as well as one of the most impressive sites Graffiti in Aida, Palestine
of the whole trip, Bustan Qaraaqa. There's no space for the details in this
already long article but, in short, Bustan Qaraaqa demonstrated a holistic approach to permaculture which was appropriate and hopeful within the context of an occupied landscape. On a shoestring budget, the people of Bustan Qaraaqa assist people to regain as
much control of their lives and landscapes as possible when bullets and bulldozers are frequently employed against tree-planters and established groves.
I feel tremendously privileged to have been able to attend this event and I am deeply
grateful to all who assisted me to do so. There was a real sense of shared values and passion and the opportunity to share this time with each other was intense but energising and
Olive with water harhope-inspiring. The organisation of Permaculture at an international level is yet young and
vesting earthworks
it was impressed upon me just how important are regional associations such as our own
PermacultureWest. International organisation will inevitably depend on local organisation
and on-ground examples of designed regeneration being proliferated throughout every bioregion. I look forward to
getting home and sharing more about what I learned from this time and to organise together for the regeneration
of the many places of our vast, diverse and beautiful state.
Harry
For more insights from Harrys learning voyage into the International Permaculture Scene check out his Perennial
Ideas Weblog at http://perennialideas.ptpc.com.au/ which is part of the Peacetree Permaculture website.
A note on this issues themes:

Use edges and value the marginal

‘Don’t think you are on the right track just because it’s a well-beaten path’
The interface between things is where the most interesting events take place, these are often the
most valuable, diverse and productive elements in the system. The social fringe is where people
can express themselves in creative ways to get important messages across.

Creatively use and respond to change

‘Vision is not seeing things as they are but as they will be’
We can have a positive impact on inevitable change by carefully observing and then intervening at
the right time.
Text and images taken from: http://permacultureprinciples.com/
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Simone and Simon Dempster, Splice Projects
Twilight Brae is a sustainable, passive solar retreat available for short stays near Toodyay.
Like all good permaculture projects, Twilight Brae evolved over a number of years from conception to completion. Limitations of time and
money, again like all good permie projects, forced us to sit back, watch
the dust gather, think and rethink the many decisions in the building
process.
My husband Simon had been heavily involved in
his family’s construction business for as long as
he can remember – a business that focussed on
industrial and commercial sheds – yep, steel and concrete - so we have the unenviable history of a big carbon footprint. When his parents retired about 5 years ago, we took over the
reins of the business and the conscious decision was made to follow our passion into sustainable design and construction.
Twilight Brae became the culmination of our acquired knowledge and passion. We hunted for
months from Northam to Parkerville for the perfect
block, finally settling on 14 acres nestled into remnant wandoo bushland, 10km Perth side of Toodyay. The block offered everything – reasonable rainfall, privacy and solitude, beautiful north facing
view over Avon Valley hills; railway and bush reserve on two boundaries; and
some cleared pasture with a dam, for future development of food crops.
The building was designed to maximise the efficiencies of passive-solar design. We like to call it sensible design.
Throughout the process we were guided by conscious decisions – will it be the most efficient way? Are the materials
sourced locally and from a sustainable source? Will it improve the building’s
performance? Is it a healthy material? Will it last? As with many permaculture projects, the challenge was to find the balance, and often compromise.
For example, we used a material that has high embodied energy - concrete,
but the thermal mass performance, durability and maintenance requirements ultimately made this a sensible choice. A mixture of recycled jarrah
and plantation hoop pine was used internally – both chosen for their renewable and sustainable sources, as well as low toxic properties. Paint and other
finishes were also chosen with low
VOC emissions.
We chose to build as prefabricated modules in our workshop and yard.
This offered many advantages – site impacts, water and energy use were
minimal, and there was a reduction of waste products, and significantly
less vehicle miles to and from site. Only the verandahs, connecting hallway and parasol roof were constructed on site.
The floor has a unique combination of steel framing, polystyrene insulation and concrete (made with 60% recycled fly ash). The concrete acts as
a thermal mass (like “an icebrick in an esky”), which evens out diurnal
temperatures all year round. The house faces north, so the direct winter sun warms the floor during the day,
whereas in summer no direct sun enters the building. Walls and ceiling are also fully insulated, and the double glazing acts to minimise unwanted heat gain or loss. Hidden behind
wooden casement bifolds on the east and west walls are cedar louvers, which act to catch
the cooling summer breezes. The cool air moves through the house, stripping heat from
inside. Our aim was to be able to feel the changes in temperature, be aware of the sun’s
movement across the sky, and be in touch with the natural cycle outside – not closed off
from it.
Incorporating new and innovative ideas is a big part of what we do. The fridge is actually a
chest freezer converted with a few minor items and a thermostat – resulting in an appliance that runs on about 1/20th the amount of energy than a standard fridge. At this stage
we don’t have an automatic washing machine – but a nifty, effective and very economical
hand washing tub (those in the caravanning and camping game will be familiar with it).
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How much washing do you need to do on a short stay? And the warm, organic
floor finish….Parisienne browning essence from our local supermarket, for just
over $1 a bottle, mixed with the floor sealer.
Energy and water efficient devices have been installed throughout. The
Caroma dual flush toilet uses 4.5/3L, the E-co Shower Diamond Head uses 6.8L
per minute maximum and the water flow restrictors on tapware also reduces
water volume without compromising the flow. There is a capacity to store
92,000L in the rainwater tanks (currently full after this year’s rain), and a Biolytix system recycles all water for the planted trees. Currently the house is grid
connected, and installation of photovoltaics is next on the list. The house is fitted with compact fluorescent lights,
LEDs and solar lights. An evacuated tube solar hot water system also adds to the efficiency of the home. A monitor
is fitted internally so energy use can be seen in kilowatts or cents.
We have only just started developing the property to its fullest potential. We
chose the deciduous liquid amber trees – for their fast growing, dense summer
shade, to be planted on an angle from northeast to southwest on the western
side. In summer we will benefit from lovely shading on the western wall, and
the trees will act to funnel the southwest breeze to the western openings on
the house. In autumn the leaves will present in their spectacular yellow, orange, to red and deep burgundy colours. We chose hardy fruit trees suited for
our temperate climate, and seasonal veges and herbs in pots. Two plums are
planted on the southern side of the house, providing beautiful form all year round – whether in leaf, flower or fruit.
A variety of olives, a mulberry, and pomegranate are also planted to the south. A grapevine is planted on the western wall to grow up the recycled jarrah timber frame and add summer shading. All are drip watered from the Biolytix system. The best part of all is that the guests are welcome to the any produce in season.
It was important to me to complete the home by furnishing with recycled, organic and/or fair trade items. I felt
strongly that we can still have good quality, beautiful things without having to buy new and feed into the consumer
cycle. And with the assistance of second hand shops and the wonderful Gumtree, it was a process that brought
about an unexpected journey. With every purchase a connection was made with someone in the community and
stories were shared and learned. For example, the lounge was purchased from a lovely, recently divorced lady, who
had downsized and no longer had room for it. We learnt how she had moved to Australia after the conflict in Bosnia
15 years ago, and had made a safe and secure home here, raising two supportive and successful daughters. Other
benefits of buying recycled goods is that it is cheaper, and any exposure to VOCs (volatile organic compounds) if
present will have been significantly reduced – the majority of omissions comes from new goods.
The completion of Twilight Brae coincided with Sustainable House Day in September, which we were very proud to
be part of. We were blown away by the number of visitors (we estimate over 100), some driving up to 2 hours to
visit our little abode. It was a wonderful day of sharing information and making connections – one that we will be a
part of in years to come.
We are now thrilled to be in a position to be able to share Twilight Brae as a short stay retreat. Our wishes are for
guests to experience living in a passive-solar home, learn more about sensible design and sustainable living, and
become immersed in the natural environment that surrounds. And naturally, the ultimate goal is to share the feeling of connectedness and harmony with the world in which we live, and that sustainable and sensible living can continue to permeate throughout our community.



To stay and/or see more photos: www.stayz.com.au/95521
For more info and links to our current projects:
www.spliceprojects.com.au

For chest freezer conversion:
www.mtbest.net/freezer-to-fridge-thermostat.html
www.green-change.com/2009/05/23/chest-frdigeconversion/
www.craftbrewer.com.au/shop/details.asp?PID=718

Recommended reading for sustainable and sensible design and
construction:
www.yourhome.gov.au
Warm House Cool House by Nick Hollo
Sustainable House by Michael Mobbs
Sanctuary Magazine
Renew Magazine

For more photos and how to book check
out the stayz website at:
www.stayz.com.au/95521

Splice Projects and Twilight Brae are also on Facebook – another way to keep in touch and monitor our projects.
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Permaculture West
For an up-to-date list Permaculture Courses and Events visit the Permaculture West website:
Events/Courses : http://permaculturewest.org.au/events
Permablitz news: http://permaculturewest.org.au/community/permablitz

Perth Green Events

For a great calendar of Green Events in Perth (including Permaculture courses!) check out:

http://www.perthgreenevents.com

Complete Greywater System for Sale: only $250 ono
Universal Greyflow 001 system for below ground installation

6 x14m x 25mm black poly (to get from unit to orchard)

3 x approx 15m x 25mm pink poly (manifolds around the curve of the D)

32 lengths of 12mm pink dripper line varying from 8m to 4m, for two lines each side of eight rows of trees.

2 lengths of same about 18m – for coils at the top and bottom of the D.

All connectors, ends etc.
At about $750 just for materials, we installed this system to irrigate a D shaped orchard about 25m long, and 8m at
its widest. We have removed it because the greyflow system works best with a good fall to a sewer line for automatic flushing of the filters, which we did not have. You would need to have the rotor head reassembled. This
switches the flow from one of six outlets to another after 180 litres has passed through into one line.
It includes all the connectors etc needed to run it as a three part system, not a six part system, because we were
concerned about how little grey water we produce, and so how frequently plants would be irrigated. Two outlets
were combined to irrigate two lines on one side of the trees, then another two were combined to irrigate the other
side, and the third irrigated the two end spirals.
We purchased the system from ADG Global Supply in Perth around fifteen months ago. Sam Malani is the main designer, and consultant. You would probably need to pay Sam to reassemble the rotor head.
We have just taken the system out of the orchard, before we install a new system, and then enclose it, and it is here
awaiting collection. Alternatively, we could bring it to Perth (or somewhere en route) when we come up to pick up
five baths, sometime in the next three weeks.
Call me if you have any questions.
Warwick Rowell
Rockneath, 101 Kinross Loop
Locked Bag 250
Dunsborough 6281
0447 994 885

Looking for a permaculture inspired last minute gift?






Think global, act local.
There is nothing like home grown: give your own produce or a productive addition for someones garden.
Make something: nothing tastes as good as homemade.
Up-cycle something—add a personal touch to an old favourite or scour local recycling and charity stores for a
treasure ready for a new lease of life.
Give the gift of yourself (give blood or join the organ donor register) - you’ll be helping more than your realise
Give the gift of education: sign someone up for a course or give a membership

From the PermacultureWest eNews Team, we wish you all an inspiring Christmas and New Year.

‘Be the change you wish to see in the world’ Gandhi
For all those thinking ahead and keen to keep learning check out the next three pages to get
the details on a range of inspiring Permaculture Courses being offered locally in early 2012.
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Introduction to Permaculture
Saturday and Sunday March 24-25th 9.30-4.30pm
Presented by Susan Hartley and Karen McKenzie
A practical hands on approach to designing and building productive and beautiful
gardens Interested in growing nutritious, organic veggies? How to select and care for
chickens? Want to reduce your power and water bills? Need to know how to build
healthy soils? Want to be a part of a more connected community creating a higher
happiness index! Then a short Introduction to Permaculture Course is for you. We
promise you will build personal resilience, learn new skills, meet great people and be
inspired.

Course Details:






Where? Held in a retro-fitted fifties house, complete with verge veggie garden,
chook yard and frog ponds in Mt. Claremont.
Tea/coffee provided with light nibbles, BYO Lunch
To bring: paper, pen and gloves.
To book contact:
Sue 0438620348 shartley@starwon.com.au
Karen 0404277627 kjmckenzie@amnet.net.au
Cost $220 or $170 unwaged.

Permaculture? What is it?
Permaculture is based on the ethics of:
Earth care, people care, fair share and limits aware.
Permaculture is a philosophy of working with nature rather than against it. Observing
before acting; reflecting and designing from natural patterns, permaculture integrates
plants, animals, structures and people into a holistic, energy efficient design.

About the Presenters: Susan Hartley
Having grown organic veggies and raised chooks in the Perth western suburbs for thirty plus years,
Susan has gained lots of hands-on experience. Susan did her Permaculture Design Course (PDC)
with Josh Byrne, David Holmgren, Martin Anda at Murdoch Centre for Sustainability in 1998.
Courses in biodynamics, soil science and organic agriculture added to her knowledge. A move to a
fifties house in Mt. Claremont was an opportunity to implement her knowledge on retro-fitting an
older home for energy and water efficiency. Susan initiated the Mt. Claremont Farmer’s Market
based on her experience of farmers’ markets all over Australia as part of her research into sustainable, localised, food distribution for a unit in organic agriculture at UWA. Past Convenor of Permaculture West.

About Karen McKenzie
Since completing a PDC in 1998, Karen has been extensively researching, practising and
teaching permaculture. Her focus has been on implementing permaculture at her passive
solar home in Mullaloo. Karen worked for many years at the Murdoch University Environmental Technology Centre, coordinating ‘Work for the Dole’ programs and presenting
permaculture training. She is a qualified teacher and works part time in primary schools,
spreading the sustainability message. Past Convenor of Permaculture West.
Contact: Karen McKenzie kjmckenzie@amnet.net.au

This workshop is supported by Permaculture West
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"Well its been a fantastic first year for Terra Perma Design, having delivered our first Permaculture Design Course
(PDC) and several intro's to Permaculture & Sustainable Living. We've had the pleasure of getting to know some
amazing people through our courses and setting them on
their own permaculture journeys.
This has been such a rewarding process for all of us, seeing the light turn on in people’s eyes who have been
searching for smart answers to modern societies degrading consumerism. To be able to empower people to make
better choices, design smarter gardens and pass on that
knowledge is truly an enlightening job. And we are all
privileged to be the ones who show you that path.
So given our pleasing successes in 2011, we're delighted
to have put together a diverse & informative schedule of
workshops, courses & events for 2012. We'll be running
three PDC's throughout the year and a 1 or 2 day workshop every month on a variety of topics. For more information check out our website www.terraperma.com.au
So from all of us here at Terra Perma we'd like to thank
our past students for their support and wish everyone a
safe and happy festive season.
See you in the New Year, Tash, Tod, Jason & Charles."

Terra Perma workshops for Jan/Feb/Mar 2012
Permie Plants for Perth
Date - Saturday 28th January 2012, Time - 10-5 pm, Venue - TBC
Cost - $180
This workshop will be presented by Tod & Charles and cover probably more information than can be
crammed into one day. Locally specific information for plant selection in a permaculture design. Course includes: information on soil & ecology building, wood species (native and introduced), coppicing, local fuel &
timber resources, windbreaks & fire retardant species. Price includes comprehensive course notes, morning
& afternoon tea.

Permaculture Ponds
Date - Saturday 25th February 2012, Time - 10-5 pm,
Cost - $180
Venue - Tash & Tod's place, Hamersley
Limited places available, book early.
An essential element in any successful permaculture garden is the presence of water in the landscape. We
will show you how to have a diverse & multi-purpose aquatic setup on a variety of budgets.
Topics include design, construction & maintenance, plant selection & uses, animal species, how to achieve
multiple yields, biodiversity & fertigation. Price includes comprehensive course notes, garden tour, morning
& afternoon tea.

Permaculture Design Course (PDC)
Date - 9th March - 16th March 2012 (2 weeks full time, Mon-Fri),
Cost - $1200
Venue - Various locations around Perth, garden tours & site visits
Includes comprehensive & detailed course booklet, all morning & afternoon teas, qualified presenters, guest
speakers.
For more information please refer to our website www.terraperma.com.au or call on 0414 230 571
11
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PermacultureWest
Permaculture Association of Western Australia
The Permaculture Association of
Western Australia aims to help
people learn and use permaculture in their lives. The Association
provides the opportunity for
members to obtain information
and build skills to implement
permaculture designs, by:
1. Disseminating permaculture
information and resources
2. Promoting the design and
construction of permaculture
systems
3. Providing opportunities for
interested people to meet
4. Seeking contact with any
other related groups

Join a local permaculture group
Belonging to a local permaculture groups can provide inspiration, motivation, hands on practical help and opportunities to
share equipment, and plant resources.
They also provide a great sense of comradeship and connectedness. There are several active local groups around Perth.
Check out their websites to see what the groups are up to and
how to join:
The Hills Local Permaculture Group (HLPG)
Contact: Silvia Rosenstreich silviarose88@yahoo.com.au or
Rosemary Taylor (08) 9252 1237
The Northern Active Permaculture Enthusiasts (APE’s)
Contact Charles at permaculturewest@gmail.com
The Lockridge Group
Contact Tash at lockridgecommunitygarden@gmail.com
The Fremantle Permaculture Group
Contact Sparkles at sparkles@permaculturewest.org.au
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